
Introduction
TransLutionTM Pick Slip Creation is new feature in TransLutionTM that has been developed to allow customers to view sales 
orders in Syspro and to plan their picking process. Deciding which orders to group together for picking purposes can 
depend on a range of factors and it is not uncommon for businesses to require human oversight into the way sales orders 
are grouped and picked together. The problem has traditionally been that finding a operator friendly way to do this that still 
offers the flexibility required by the end operator is very hard to do. TransLutionTM Pick Slip Creation is a way to overcome 
that problem. 

The process starts with defining the pickslip header. 
Generally the details that define a pickslip are very site 
dependent. With the TransLutionTM Pick Slip Creation, 
it is possible to set up almost any information to 
describe a pickslip. For example, the operator can select things like dispatch date, delivery region, customer category or 
truck capacity and then create the pickslip. 

Once this has been done and the pickslip has been 
created in the system, all the pending pick slips are 
visible and the operator can select to work on a specific 
pickslip. Note how the pickslip status is visible to the 
operator to help them decide which pickslip they need 
to work on.

When the operator selects the pickslip to work on, they can then view all the valid sales orders or sales order lines that are 
available to be added to the pickslip as shown here.

A challenge with pickslip creation is often managing the large volumes of 
data that is available to operators. By making a number of filters available 
as shown, operators can select various ways to view the data and make it 
easier to manage lots of lines of data. Also, due to its flexibility the lines 
shown to a operator are determined by how the system is configured and 
it is possible to set it up to show only orders that have not been picked, 
orders for certain customers, for a certain region or for a certain date range 
for example.
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The operator goes through the list of data using his filters to 
simplify the data and selects the lines that he wants to be added 
to the pickslip. It may be that the business requires that only 
complete orders can be picked and that no part picking is allowed. 
The system can be configured so that only orders that have stock 
available are visible. It is even possible to show only the order 
header and not show line details at this point. Once the required 
sales orders or sales order lines have been added to a pickslip, the 
operator can then view the pickslip data and take various actions, 
such as confirming lot numbers, adding or removing lines or even 
validating total mass on the pickslip. At this point it is also possible 

to return the initial grid and select to add more lines.

The above form shows the lines that have been added to the pickslip. The operator can then choose to print the pickslip or 
to assign the pickslip to a scanner operator. A key benefit of the TransLutionTM Pick Slip Creation process is that the buttons 
available on this form are fully configurable. It is possible to define up to 5 buttons and each button can be built to perform 
a unique action. Some other examples of actions that could be included are: Cancel Pickslip, Allocate Lots and Serials, 
Complete Pickslip or many more.

Once the pickslip has been confirmed, it is possible to print pick slips to guide operators through a manual picking process 
or use a scanner based pick whereby all items scanned and quantities picked are validated to ensure that they match 
the pickslip to prevent incorrect picking and over picking. Once picking is finished 
the pickslip can be marked as completed or items can be picked and checked into 
boxes labeled and ready for dispatch to customers. TransLutionTM offers various ways 
to support these Sales Order management processes and more details can be found 
in our Order Checking brochure.

The steps for marking a pickslip as complete can also be driven by the specific 
business requirements. When completing the pickslip the operator has to specify 
who approved the pick slip but it is possible to ask any question that is required or 
no questions at all. 

Whatever process is decided upon, it is recommended that completing the pick slip changes the status of the pickslip so 
that it disappears off the Pickslip Management screen. This is simply so that the screens do not end up with unmanageable 
amounts of data on them. It is of course possible that finishing the scanner based picking job or at the end of TransLutionTM 
checking the pickslip is automatically completed without any operator action being required on the pickslip creation forms.

TransLutionTM Pick Slip Creator offers a highly flexible solution to the problems of building and managing pick slips. The end 
result however is a system that is easy to use and even easier to understand.
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